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Mark your calendars on May 8, 2012 (Tue), 6:00 pm. As part of our spring outreach program,
NAPM-OKC will give back to the community by volunteering at the Regional Food Bank of
Oklahoma. Teambuilding at the Regional Food Bank will surely be a day to remember with our
fellow professionals, family & friends. Yes, your family & friends are invited to join us. Please
RSVP to make sure that we order enough food for everyone. Participation in this activity earns
you also CEUs. We hope you can all join us to show our support to the mission and be mindful
of all hungry Oklahomans.
As part of our campaign, you are all encouraged
to bring donations (food or fund). Dinner/Meeting
to follow the volunteer activity.
Below is the “Welcome Note” from the Regional
Food Bank:
Welcome to the Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma!
Our mission is to help the charitable community effectively feed people in need.
500,000 Oklahomans will wake up today and wonder where their next meal will come from.
Oklahoma ranks as the sixth hungriest state in the nation, but thanks to donors, volunteers and
advocates, the Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma is "Fighting Hunger...Feeding Hope."
Established in 1980, the Regional Food Bank is the largest private hunger-relief organization in
the state of Oklahoma. In Fiscal Year 2010, the Regional Food Bank distributed 36.5 million
pounds of food through a network of more than 700 charitable feeding programs and elementary schools, in 53 central and western Oklahoma counties. Each week, we provide enough
food to feed more than 77,000 hungry Oklahomans – nearly half of which are children.
The Regional Food Bank's administrative costs are below 5 percent, which means 95 cents of
every dollar donated helps to directly provide food to Oklahomans in need.
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Directions:

From the North: Take I-35 south to
I-40 west at Oklahoma City. Follow
I-40 west to I-44 West, and take the
Airport Road exit. Exit onto North
MacArthur Ave. At SW 36th Street,
turn right. Once on SW 36th Street,
take the second left-hand turn onto
Purdue. The Food Bank is the
fourth building on the left.

Be sure and
mark your
calendar for
Tuesday,
May 8 , 2012
for the
May meeting
at the
Regional
Food Bank.

From the South: Take I-35 North
and exit onto I-240 West. Follow I240 to I-44 East, and take the Airport Road exit. Exit onto North MacArthur Ave. At SW 36th Street, turn
right. Once on SW 36th Street, take
the second left-hand turn onto Purdue. The Food Bank is the fourth
building on the left.

From the East: Follow I-40 west to
I-44 West, and take the Airport
Road exit. Exit onto North MacArthur Ave. At SW 36th Street, turn
right. Once on SW 36th Street, take
the second left-hand turn onto Pur-

due. The Food Bank is the fourth
building on the left.
From the West: Follow I-40 East to
MacArthur Ave., and turn right off
the exit ramp. Follow S. MacArthur

The President’s Pen
Happy May everyone,
Looking back: In March we offered the paper and pencil CPSM Exam. It was a long day but I
know that it really helped out some folks that were about to take advantage of that low price for
those exams. I hope we are able to offer these exams again next year.
We had another successful Buyer Vendor Round Up this past month. We had a really good turnout of vendors and buyers alike. I hope most of you were able to attend. There were door prizes
given away and raffle packages won. We again beat our record for raffle ticket sales this
year. All around, it was a really good way to celebrate our 25 th Annual Buyer Vendor Round Up.
This month our Monthly Meeting will be held at the OK Regional Food Bank for our spring community service effort. Dinner will be served and we will package up a lot of food for a lot of hungry people. I think it’s very nice for us to give back to our community in this way. Please feel free
to bring your spouse, significant other and children over 8. We always have a great time at the
OK Regional Food Bank.
Randy Graves and I will be attending the 97th International ISM Conference in Baltimore. While
we are there soaking up off the knowledge the conference has to offer, we will be accepting the
2010 Affiliate Excellence award. I am really looking forward to bringing that back to our Affiliate. I
will be sure to show it to everyone at the June meeting.
Have a great May, stay dry,
GO THUNDER!!

Stefanie K. Jones
President
(405) 935-1602
Stefanie.Jones@chk.com
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A Note from the VP…
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I would like to thank all the volunteers that help make the 2012 Buyer Vendor Round up a success this year. Also, a special thank you to all you buyers who a attended this fundraising event for our organization. This event had over 20 vendors who displayed their company’s products and services to our buyers which served as a great networking opportunity
for all who attended. I wish to express a special thank you to the Vendors who participated or made raffle donations to
this event.
Our May meeting is scheduled as our community outreach to provide volunteers for the Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma. This event allows our organization to contribute volunteers to help package and sort food items for distribution. Our
NAPM organization has served as volunteers to the Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma for several years. Please join us
for this wonderful cause and camaraderie with helping this organization.
CONSUMER PRICES ROSE 0.3% IN MARCH
Last month's gain in the federal government's Consumer Price Index matched the consensus forecast of economists
polled by Briefing.com and followed gains of 0.4% in February and 0.2% in January. Gasoline prices were up 1.7% last
month. Core CPI rose 0.2%, so that put annualized consumer inflation at 2.7%, less than the 2.9% recorded in February.
Headline producer prices were flat in March, while the core Producer Price Index rose 0.3% (the fifth straight monthly rise
in core PPI). Economists polled by Reuters had expected overall PPI to rise 0.2% last month.1,2,3
CONSUMER SENTIMENT WAVERS
April's initial Reuters/University of Michigan consumer sentiment survey came in at 75.7, slightly below the Briefing.com
consensus projection of 76.1 and down from the final March number of 76.2. Frustration over gas prices may have had
an effect.2
BEIGE BOOK: RECOVERY PROCEEDING NICELY
The Federal Reserve's latest snapshot of a dozen U.S. economic regions reported "modest to moderate" economic
growth overall, with all 12 Fed districts anecdotally noting expansion. For the record, the Fed has described the recovery
using the "modest to moderate" phrase in three consecutive Beige Books.4
OIL & GAS PRICES FALL; Gold RISES
Friday, AAA's Daily Fuel Gauge Report had regular unleaded averaging $3.90 a gallon, down $0.035 from last week. On
the NYMEX, oil lost 0.46% on the week to settle at $102.83 Friday; gold settled at $1,660.20 after a 1.85% weekly gain.5
Citations.
1 - www.nytimes.com/2012/04/14/business/economy/consumer-inflation-up-modestly.html [4/13/12]
2 - briefing.com/investor/calendars/economic/2012/04/09-13 [4/13/12]
3 - www.cnbc.com/id/47027476 [4/12/12]
4 - www.marketwatch.com/story/modest-to-moderate-economic-growth-beige-book-2012-04-11-148140 [4/11/12]
5 - money.msn.com/market-news/post.aspx?post=fadc5c34-4c33-4af9-90e2-9c80bb50cbcb [4/13/12]

Jose Jimenez, Knights of Columbus
405-606-1354

Past President’s Letter
May is here which marks a busy month for many with Mothers Day, Graduations, end of the school year, possibly weddings, and
also Memorial Day. With your busy schedule, we hope you will find time to attend the May Dinner Meeting, which I think we will
be volunteering at The Food Bank again. If you have not done so before, come on out and give us a hand. It will be time well
spent for a worthy cause.
If you have not heard by now, Hometown Buffet closed its doors just days after our March meeting. Ryan’s Steakhouse, which
was owned by the same company, closed in January. We will be looking for a new meeting place. If you know of one that has a
large meeting room, please inform one of the board members.
May is also the month for us to vote on the slate of officers for next year’s board, with installation during the June meeting. We
will give everyone a rest for the summer and not have a July meeting.
Hope to see you May 8 at The Food Bank.
Peggy Thurmond, C.P.M., A.P.P.
Past President/Forum Rep.
523-1303
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Core Competencies for Strategic Leadership
Lisa Arnseth, a senior writer for Inside Supply Management®
June 2011, Inside Supply Management® Vol. 22, No. 5, page 32
The economic downturn helped bring visibility to supply management, and expanded skills and business-savvy leadership will continue to boost the profession's
value to organizations in the future.

"Today, it's
about being
a strong
businessminded professional
first and
supply management
professional
second."

Supply management has
been enjoying a newfound
visibility in many organizations. When the economic
and financial markets
slumped and then evolved
into the recession, senior
executives often turned to
supply management professionals for strategic supply
chain direction, efficiency
improvements and greater
value. No longer is supply
management merely reacting to organizational needs.
Now, the proactive approach
is to tightly link supply
strategies to the overall business strategy of the organization — thus enabling
companies to focus on competing in the fast-moving,
new economy.
Focus on the Individual
What opportunities will this
create for supply management professionals? In the
midst of the challenges and
excitement, some in the field
are preparing today for the
needed skill sets of tomorrow. To remain on a strategic trajectory, several areas
require attention and it all
begins at the corporate table.
Language adaption. With a
seat at the table and a voice

THE

PURCHASING

PIPELINE

in strategic discussions, the
activities of the supply management organization are
clearly in the spotlight.
Gaining credibility comes
largely from fluency in a
second business language.
Theodore Stank, associate
dean of the Center for Executive Education and the
John H. Dove Professor of
Logistics in the College of
Business Administration at
the University of Tennessee
in Knoxville, Tennessee,
says, "Supply management
now needs to be able to convert procurement data and
supplier performance measurements into clear financial
terms and metrics meaningful to the CFO and CEO. It's
a whole new language many
of us have had to learn."

more MBAs are earned by
senior-level executives, that
mind-set should continue to
increase. "The traditional
'procurement division mentality' will continue to evaporate," says Michael Stolarcyzk, president of Kotane
Logistics in Charleston,
South Carolina, and author
of Logical Logistics: A
Common Sense Primer for
Your Supply Chain. "Today,
it's about being a strong
business-minded professional first and supply management professional second."
Dynamic skill sets.

Today's highly skilled, business-minded leaders represent a trend in education that
will likely continue into the
future. Companies now realize the criticality of offering
Business needs.
employees talent developLeaders in supply manage- ment initiatives and fosterment are growing more
ing dynamic, evolving skilladept at conducting analysis set opportunities. Stank says
and measuring results, lead- that as the world continues
ing to informed discussions to climb out of the recesabout financial targets with sion, we may experience a
CFOs and CEOs. What this talent crunch, especially in
demonstrates is an understrategic supply managestanding and strategic vision ment positions. This will
of the overall organization
motivate companies to berather than a single depart- come more serious about
ment's contribution. And as developing talent. "In our
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ever-changing world, you need a
dynamic set of skills to succeed,
and you have to deal in a global
economy with all kinds of cultural
issues at play," he says. Colleges
and continuing education programs
will increasingly focus on transnational leadership, intercultural
management issues and more.
Even in an instantaneous business
world managed by application programming interfaces (APIs), iPhone apps and highly detailed ERP
systems, strategic skill sets must be
expanded and elevated within the
supply chain. "It appears that over
the past decade, as large ERP systems have become commonplace,
some supply professionals still
need to develop skills in strategic
thinking. Technology solutions
bring efficiency and visibility to
financial figures, but they can only
tie us to the more tactical part of
the supply chain," says Stank.
"However, more procurement executives are asking consultants and
academia for assistance with issues
beyond technology; they're interested in developing dynamic supply chain strategies."
Departments Must Evolve
In the aftermath of the recent economic challenges, it's clear the
companies that survived and, in
some cases, thrived, did so with a
strong focus on strategic supplier
relationships, continuous innovation and overall value.
Innovation.
According to Robert Monczka,
Ph.D., C.P.M., director of Strategic
Sourcing and Supply Chain Strategy Research for CAPS Research in
Tempe, Arizona, value-focused
supply is on the rise. "In successful

organizations, there's a constant reexamination of corporate activities
both inside and outside the company, especially as they relate to business model innovation. Supply
management, working with the outside supply base, will be asked to
find innovation, more and more.
Of course, we will need to develop
metrics for that, but collaboration
with strategic suppliers is what will
bring value to an organization."
Performance outcomes.
While costs can still be reduced,
Stank predicts an increased interest
in performance-based outcomes.
Traditional contracts based on a
cost-per-unit basis, particularly in
service provider contracts, are not
conducive to proactive movement
from suppliers, as they are focused
on keeping costs low. Today, supply management is concerned with
the overall outcome and working
with the supplier to help serve the
customer better.
"A focus on the overall outcome
helps us reduce total costs in the
end. We can tell a supplier, 'we'll
give you a percentage of the cost
savings in a particular metric as
incentive to be proactive in your
management,'" notes Stank. "The
real challenge with some companies doing a lot of contracting is
they may still measure the efficiency of contracts based on the total
amount of what they're paying.
Even today, some organizations
still need to focus more on capturing the value side of things."
Other business units and senior executives may initially balk at what
might look like a higher price at
first glance, so supply management
must effectively communicate the
overall benefits of working with
this particular supplier over time.
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For example, a bicycle manufacturer may pay a slightly higher cost
per unit for bike chains from one
supplier, but this particular supplier
is motivated to work more closely
with the manufacturer because it
has a stake in any cost savings it
can find for the manufacturer. In
addition, this supplier is more likely to find new product solutions
and innovations to produce mutual
value for both companies. Meanwhile, a mass-supplier is only able
to compete on price alone in a costbased contract.
Customer focus.
Another supply management concern will continue to be customercentric supply chains, says Pat
Houston, vice president at Booz
and Company in Cleveland.
"Going forward, supply management will need to customize their
particular supply chains into, say,
Wal-Mart's requirements, which
will certainly be different than Target's. Each might value different
things. You need to be able to customize as needed, but do it in a
way that maintains scale in certain
parts of the supply chain. Only customize the part that brings value to
you, and standardize the remaining
components and processes," says
Houston. To handle this challenge,
internal cooperation will be crucial.
"The key is getting sales jointly
involved with supply chain, and
then both organizations working
toward a full understanding of the
end customer's specific needs. Together, they can design a system
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that works for both their needs, and ing rewards," says Monczka. The
still ensure the right trade-offs are idea is to build a culture that indicates suppliers are important, and
being made."
can and should be trusted.
"Current and up-and-coming supDiplomacy
ply management leaders must be
able to work within the organizaTomorrow's supply chain execution to improve culture," states
tives and organizations will need to Monczka. "It's not easy to get peobe adept in other competencies as ple to change. For example, suppliwell, such as accountability and
er performance appraisals are often
diplomacy, says Stolarcyzk. "We
still based on price alone. Leaders
need to continuously build trusthave to honestly assess what it will
based relationships to enable pro- take in the future to compete on
cessing of all feedback. And that
more levels than merely price.
means all of it: the good, the bad
Some companies are already beand the ugly."
coming adept at this, but the great
Stolarcyzk stresses the importance majority of companies are not doof one of the first skills taught to
ing it well enough or fast enough to
all of us as children: sharing. "To
succeed in today's global business
survive in the times ahead, we need world."
long-term partners. It will take
courage, and leaving egos at the
Dynamic Teams Needed in a
door. A key competency will be
Changing World
diplomacy, which is something a
lot of companies wouldn't have
For many decades, supply manageconsidered even three to four years ment and procurement operated in
ago. We're going to share
a more stable and predictable enviknowledge, and work as partners to ronment. That's clearly in the past,
attune ourselves to the client."
as static supply chains can be
In many cases, companies are
changed overnight in today's global
working to become customers of
business world. The supply manchoice to their suppliers, and culti- agement leaders who will drive orvating certain attributes. "It could ganizational strategies and growth
be as simple as paying on time, or in the future will be proactive and
listening to supplier ideas or shar- ready to evolve or reorganize sup-

ply chains based on up-to-theminute market and world changes.
For example, Stolarcyzk predicts
that "outsourcing in our backyard"
will become more prevalent, as
companies switch to domestic or
nearshore suppliers as they work to
shorten supply chains. The movement to reduce carbon emissions is
here to stay, according to many experts, and shorter, more efficient
supply chains will please stockholders concerned with future environmental government regulations
and standards.
The best strategy to prepare for the
challenges of the new marketplace,
going forward: Focus your team's
attention on future plans, now. "It
sounds deceptively simple, but you
really do need to spend time thinking about how you and your team
will build a multiyear roadmap.
Try to gather as much input from
as many parties as you can, and
keep an open mind regarding the
information you might learn," suggests Houston. "Any significant
change can seem overwhelming at
first, but true leaders approach
challenges with positive attitudes
and dynamic, well-prepared teams.
We really can be ready for anything if we are confident in what
supply management provides for
our companies: true value."

Oklahoma Economic Condition
Oklahoma: The Business Conditions Index for Oklahoma rose to a
very healthy 62.6 from 58.6 in
March. Components of the leading
economic indicator for April were
new orders at 59.3, production or
sales at 53.8, delivery lead time at
83.4, inventories at 54.0, and em-

ployment at 63.0. “Second only to
North Dakota, Oklahoma’s growth
continues uninterrupted and very
positive. Our survey indicates no
change to that growth in the
months ahead. Despite healthy economic activity, firms in the state
are not adding to the hourly work-

week of current employees. Instead, firms are adding new workers. Durable goods producers especially those linked to energy and
international markets, such as metal manufacturers, are experiencing
solid growth,” said Goss.
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Upcoming ISM Seminars
The following is the list of ISM seminars for the months of June and July 2012.
For seminar details, please call the ISM Customer Service Department at 800/888
-6276 or +1 480/752-6276, option 8, or visit the ISM website at www.ism.ws and
select Education — Seminars, Conferences, then Seminars and then Public Seminars.

June 2012
Fundamentals of Finance for the Supply Management Professional #4226

June 4, 2012

Dallas, TX

Finance for the Supply Management Professional #4519

June 5-7, 2012

Dallas, TX

Advanced Finance and Global Economics for the Supply Management Professional #4256

June 8, 2012

Dallas, TX

Leading and Managing Supply Relationships #4540

June 11-13, 2012

Philadelphia, PA

Integrating Purchasing, Logistics and Inventory With Suplers #4263

June 13-15, 2012

Philadelphia, PA

Supplier Risk Management #4291

June 21-22, 2012

San Diego, CA

Fundamentals of Purchasing: The Building Blocks of World-Class
Professionalism #4538

June 25-27, 2012

Minneapolis, MN

Contracting Basics: What All the Ts and Cs Mean #4490

June 28-29, 2012

Seattle, WA

Achieving Peak Performance When Purchasing Services #4400

July 9-10, 2012

Atlanta, GA

Supplier Relationship Management for Collaboration, Impact and
Business Success #4325

July 11-13, 2012

Chicago, IL

Logistics and Distribution: Balancing Supply and Demand #4370

July 16-17, 2012

Cincinnati, OH

Legal Foundations of Supply Management (formerly Legal Aspects
of Supply Management: The Basics You Need to Succeed) #4387

July 16-18, 2012

Baltimore, MD

Transportation Sourcing: Strategy and Tactics #4380

July 18-19, 2012

Cincinnati, OH

Contracting for Purchasing and Supply Management: Beyond the
Basics #4421

July 19-20, 2012

Baltimore, MD

Mastering Sustainability and Social Responsibility (SSR) in the Supply Chain #4235

July 23-24, 2012

Chicago, IL

Negotiation Strategies: Beyond the Basics, Optimizing Value #4447

July 23-25, 2012

Minneapolis, MN

Business Continuity Planning: Risk Management Through Strategic
Preparation #4216

July 24-25, 2012

Chicago, IL

Best Practices in Procurement #4463

July 30 - August
1, 2012

Minneapolis, MN

July 2012
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2012-2013 NAPM OKC BOARD NOMINEES
Position

Nominee

Employer

President

Stefanie Jones

Chesapeake Midstream

Vice-President

Elizabeth Jones

Chesapeake Midstream

Past President/Forum Representative Peggy Thurmond

SemaSys, Inc.

Secretary

Jackie Miles

Heartland Pathology Consultants, PC

Treasurer

TJ Jordan

Industrial Gasket

Vice-Treasurer

Robert Sexton

OGE

Pro-D Director

Dan Gatewood, CPSM

Devon Energy

Pro-D Vice Chair

Jeffery Richardson, CPSM, CPSD OG&E

Membership Director

Donna Dolezel

Sandridge Energy

Membership Vice Chair

Cara Noltensmeyer

Devon Energy

Program Director

Craig Foster

Devon Energy

Program Vice Chair

Jason Walker

Chesapeake Midstream

PR Director

Randy Graves

Beams Industries

PR Vice Chair

Julie Crall

Chesapeake Midstream

Technology Director

Angela Smith

Devon Energy

Asst Technology Director

Mindy Hill

Devon Energy

Special Activity Director

Roger Teel

Dolese Bros. Co.

Exiting:

Jose Jimenez

Knights of Columbus

Robert Dambold

Fife Corporation

Amy Simpson

City of OKC

Alex Silvestre

GE Oil and Gas

Rick Hale

Chesapeake Midstream
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NAPM - OKC Officers
President

Stefanie Jones, Chesapeake Midstream

Vice-President

Jose Jimenez, Knights of Columbus

Past President/Forum Representative
Secretary

Peggy Thurmond, SemaSys, Inc.
Jackie Miles, Heartland Pathology Consultants, PC

Treasurer

TJ Jordan, Industrial Gasket

Vice-Treasurer

Robert Sexton, OGE

Pro-D Director

Robert Dambold, CPSM, C.P.M., Fife Corporation

Pro-D Vice Chair

Jeffery Richardson, CPSM, CPSD, OGE

Membership Director

Amy Simpson, CPSM, City of OKC

Membership Vice Chair

Donna Villers Dolezel, SandRidge

Program Director

Alex Silvestre, GE Oil and Gas

Program Vice Chair

Craig Foster, Devon Energy

PR Director

Rick Hale, Chesapeake Midstream

PR Vice Chair

Randy Graves, Beams Industries

Technology Director

Angela Smith, Devon Energy

Technology Vice Chair

Elizabeth Jones, Chesapeake Midstream

Special Activity Director

Roger Teel, Dolese Bros. Co.

Membership Report
“Our Affiliate exists to provide
value for the membership
through education, development, and networking opportunities; to enhance our
employer’s operations and
advance the Supply Management profession.”
ISM National Membership,
April 2012
38,794
N.A.P.M.-OKC Membership,
April 2012
179

Changes:
Please let us know if you have
changed jobs, addresses, or
e-mail addresses, so we can
keep our local roster current.
Since “The Purchasing Pipeline”
and other notices are sent to
you by e-mail, this is very important, because you might miss
out on an upcoming event. We
will inform ISM of the change.
We would also like to know if you
have received your C.P.M.,
A.P.P., or CPSM certification, so
we can
congratulate you in
“The Purchasing Pipeline.”

C.P.S.M., C.P.M. and A.P.P.
Report
N.A.P.M.-OKC Membership
CPSM’s
April—12 (6.70%)
N.A.P.M.-OKC Membership
C.P.M.’s
September 2011—31 (17.32%)
N.A.P.M.-OKC Membership
A.P.P.’s
September— 5 (2.79%)
Amy K. Simpson, CPSM Membership Director, 297-3959,
amy.simpson@okc.gov
Donna Dolezal, Membership
Vice Chair, 886-3293,
donna.dolezel@yahoo.com
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Meeting Information:
TUESDAY
May 8, 2012
Dinner Meeting
Regional Food Bank
3355 S Purdue
Oklahoma City, OK
6:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Hope you’ll join us!!

Who Do We Represent?
Our members represent the following companies. Thank you for your support.
Astellas Pharma Tech
Autocraft Industries
Automation-X Corporation
Autoquip Corporation
Beam's Industries
Best Buy
Big D Industries Inc.
Bimbo Bakeries USA
Blue Knight Energy Partners
Borets Weatherford
Bradford Industrial Supply Co.
Cameron Compression Systems
Carlisle Foodservice Products
Cass Polymers Inc.
Chapparral Energy Inc.
Chesapeake Midstream
Chickasaw Nation Div of Commerce
City of Oklahoma City
Cleveland County
Compsource
Conoco Phillips
Cooper Compression
COTPA
Coughlin Equipment
Covercraft Industries Inc.

Devon Energy
Dolese Bros. Co.
Enviro Systems Inc.
Fife Corporation
Franklin Electric Water Transfer System
GE Oil & Gas
George Fischer Central Plastics
Halliburton
Heartland Pathology Consultants
High Mount Exploration and Production
Industrial Gasket
Integris Baptist Health Center
J & E Supply & Fastener Co.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
KimRay Inc.
Knights of Columbus
KP Supply
Linn Energy
Lopez Foods Inc.
Lux Consulting
MD Building Products
Modular Svcs Co
NewView Oklahoma
OG&E
Oklahoma City Community College

Oklahoma Publishing Co.
Pelco Products
Picerne Military Housing
Pioneer Telephone Cooperative Inc.
PM&L Manager Haliiburton
PostRock Energy
Progressive Stamping, LLC
Remy Inc.
SandRidge
SemaSys Inc.
Smart Lines LLC
Smith & Nephew Inc.
SORB Technology Inc.
Southwest Electric Co.
Surface Mount Depot
T D K Ferrites Corp.
Universal Well Site Solutions
University of Central Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma
US Silica Co.
USA Compression
Vaughn Foods, Inc.
Walker & Sons Enterprises Inc.
WellMark Co
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